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When choosing a microcontroller (MCU) to use in your application, you will have to decide between using a device with flash or ferroelectric random access memory (FRAM). You might be wondering what FRAM is and if it’s a worthwhile feature. FRAM offers several advantages over traditional memory technologies such as flash, including faster write speeds, unified memory, low energy writes and there is no need for pre-erasing. These advantages directly translate into real function-level benefits in low-power applications.

Consider an application that requires firmware updates in the field such as over-the-air (OTA) updating. Let’s say that you need to transfer a 4kB firmware image into memory via Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and are debating between using flash or an FRAM-based device. A quick experiment using the same SPI settings for both an FRAM and flash device shows the immediate benefit FRAM has over flash in this application. Table 1 details the devices used as master, slave, the SPI clock rate and the total amount of data transmitted in this application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Flash Slave</th>
<th>FRAM Slave</th>
<th>Serial Clock</th>
<th>Total Data Receiver/ Transmitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSP430FR4133</td>
<td>MSP430F5529</td>
<td>MSP430FR5969</td>
<td>1MHz</td>
<td>4,096 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time saved using FRAM is apparent in Figure 1 below. Imagine being able to update your firmware 16x faster! This is one of the fundamental values FRAM provides over flash in this application. Notice how the FRAM write time is roughly the same as the SPI transfer time for the flash use case. This is no coincidence. In fact, the majority of time spent “programming” FRAM in this application is actually spent transferring the data over SPI. Overall, you can write FRAM at speeds much greater than 1 MBps and 100x the write speed of flash.
You can also see that a large portion of the time consumed on the flash device is spent erasing the old firmware, whereas FRAM doesn’t require this pre-erase. By eliminating the memory erase time, you also eliminate the energy bottleneck associated with flash technology. For comparison, check out the energy consumed during the flash and FRAM updates in Figure 2.
Figure 2. 4-kB Firmware Update Energy Consumption

Here is another example of FRAM’s superiority over flash. Measured one of TI’s LaunchPad™ development kits, the FRAM device consumed 21x less energy than the flash device when updating 4 kB of memory. This type of energy savings can increase an application’s battery life drastically and doesn’t just benefit OTA applications, but remote sensing and data-logging applications as well.

One of the greatest benefits FRAM provides in this application is unseen and often overlooked. To program a “1” in flash, you first need to perform an erase. The smallest amount of memory that can be erased when using flash is called a segment, and on an MSP430™ MCU, a segment is 512 bytes. Figure 3 shows a similar application where you only want to update 1.25 kB of the firmware instead of all 4 kB.
From the viewpoint of FRAM, this application is almost no different than updating the entire firmware. Conversely, this is no trivial task for flash due to segment boundaries. Figure 3 shows how the firmware update splits segment No. 4 in half. To program this segment, it must first be erased entirely. So how do you keep the rest of the code in the segment intact? You’d have to copy the segment into RAM, combine it with the new update and then program it back into flash. This requires a significant amount of RAM, increases time and adds complexity to the update process that would be completely eliminated when using FRAM.

In conclusion, FRAM technology offers benefits for a variety of applications. The fast write speeds, unified memory, high endurance and low energy consumption are setting a new standard for MCU memory and enabling innovative solutions worldwide. You can quickly evaluate or start rapidly prototyping an FRAM-based solution using one of the MSP430 MCU FRAM-based LaunchPad development kits. These kits offer everything necessary to get started developing for under $20, and are available through distributors and the TI store.

Additional Resources
- Explore all of the benefits of FRAM technology.
- Download these application reports:
  - Over-the-Air (OTA) Update with the MSP430FR57xx
  - FRAM FAQs
  - MSP430 FRAM Quality and Reliability
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